REMOTE TRANSMISSION COOLING SYSTEM

Super-duty Transmission Cooling

Keeps Transmission Cool Under Extreme Conditions

Increases Transmission Life

Easy Bolt-On Performance!
The “DAWG” is the perfect transmission cooling system when space is a limitation and “RAM Air” is not readily available. The unit provides maximum cooling protection in all conditions. Whether mounted as a conventional transmission oil cooler or remotely placed on the vehicle, the transmission is continuously protected.

The combination of a “high-flow” electric fan, and either a high performance cooler or plate style cooler, gives every consumer one of the most economical and effective add-on cooling products ever introduced.

The “DAWG” can be manually controlled with an optional switch or by using our electric fan control, part number 3651 (not included) to provide automatic operation when cooling is needed. The unit is perfect for the every day consumer, or gives the experienced owner the ability to use installation parameters with VERY specific objectives.

Ideal for motorhomes, off-road vehicles or light trucks and SUV’s, this unit will provide added peace of mind knowing your vehicles transmission is protected by the number one name in cooling products, Hayden Automotive.

Hose not included, use hose part #105 (11/32” x 4’) or part #125 (11/32” x 25’).